
Adam Stolorow 
Direct Dial: 646.378.7256 

astolorow@sprlaw.com 

February 10, 2021 

BY EMAIL 

Honorable Chair Deirdre Courtney-Batson 
and Members of the Planning Board 
Town of Bedford  
321 Bedford Road 
Bedford Hills, New York 10507 

Re:  New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Public Utility Wireless Telecommunications Facility 
91 Hickory Lane, Bedford, New York  

Dear Hon. Chair and Members of the Planning Board: 

I submit this letter on behalf of Indian Hill Park Conservancy (IHPC) in order to further 
respond to questions raised by the Planning Board regarding IHPC’s alternative solution to 
the multiple tall towers that Verizon will need in order to fill its identified gaps in wireless 
coverage.  As you are aware, IHPC has requested that the Planning Board require Verizon to 
consider using multiple shorter poles rather than multiple tall towers to address these gaps.  
Gunnerson Consulting & Communication Site Services (“Gunnerson”) presented IHPC’s 
proposed alternative solution in concept at the January 25, 2021 meeting of the Planning 
Board. 

At the January 25th Planning Board meeting, Board members raised a number of 
questions with respect to the potential radio frequency (RF) emissions associated with 
traditional “macro” antennas that would be mounted on utility poles or existing structures in 
the Town as part of IHPC’s alternative solution.  Board members made comparisons between 
the RF emissions from tall towers as opposed to shorter antenna installations.1 

As that conversation revealed, the Planning Board must walk a fine line.  On the one 
hand, it must ensure that any proposed wireless facility in the Town complies with the Town 
Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Law and with the Federal Communications 
Commission’s (FCC) RF emissions standards.  On the other, the Planning Board’s permitting 
decision must avoid consideration of the environmental effects of RF emissions, because 
federal law prohibits local governments from regulating “the placement, construction, and 
modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects 

1 Video of January 25, 2021 Planning Board meeting, beginning at 1:10:24, available at 
http://bedfordny.iqm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?Mode=Video&MeetingID=1512&Format=Agenda 
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of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the [FCC’s] 
regulations concerning such emissions.”2   

The Town’s Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Law sets forth a number of safety 
requirements with respect to RF emissions, including a certification by the permit applicant 
that non-ionizing effects of radiation (NIER) levels at any proposed site “will be and remain 
within the current threshold levels adopted by the FCC,”3 and post-permit requirements that 
RF emissions from large wireless facilities remain within FCC standards and regulations 
including FCC Office of Engineering Technology Bulletin 65.4  Once a large wireless facility 
is installed, the Town requires the permittee to submit an annual certification that NIER levels 
at the site remain within FCC threshold levels.5  

The attached materials from Gunnerson are intended to assist the Planning Board by 
showing that the IHPC alternative would comply with FCC standards and regulations, and 
that there is no conceptual impediment to the IHPC alternative from the perspective of RF 
safety.  Attachment 1 is a letter from Gunnerson to IHPC Chair Peter Scaturro in response to 
his questions about RF emissions from utility pole-mounted antennas.  Attachment 2 is a slide 
presentation from Gunnerson describing the basics of RF safety and the ways in which the 
Town Code and FCC standards protect the health of workers and residents. As Gunnerson 
explains, each antenna installation would need to demonstrate compliance with the Town’s 
safety requirements which in turn incorporate FCC standards.   

With this information in hand, it would be counterproductive and potentially 
prohibited by federal law for the Planning Board to continue to raise the specter of health 
concerns with respect to IHPC’s proposed alternative.  The solutions presented in 
Gunnerson’s proposal have been successfully implemented in many municipalities and can 
be safely installed and operated in accordance with local and federal law. 

We are encouraged that the Planning Board continues to give active and serious 
consideration to IHPC’s alternative and we reiterate our request that the Planning Board 
require Verizon to consider using multiple shorter poles rather than multiple tall towers.  
IHPC’s alternative is feasible, less visually intrusive, faster to permit, cheaper for the 
applicant, and is rapidly gaining the support of Town residents, several of whom have stepped 
up to have an antenna sited in the Town right of way near their properties.  We look forward 
to continuing this discussion with the Planning Board. 
 
       Respectfully, 
 
        
 Adam Stolorow 
   

 
2 47 USC § 332(c)(7)(B)(iv). 
3 Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Law § 125-85.2(Y)(10)(s). 
4 Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Law §§ 125-85.2(Z)(5); 125-85.2(TT)(1). 
5 Wireless Telecommunications Facilities Law § 125-85.2(PP). 
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Cc:   Bedford Town Board    
        Wireless Facilities Working Group 
        Eric Gordon, Esq. 
        Indian Hill Park Conservancy 
        Gunnerson Consulting 
        David Paget, Esq. 



 

ATTACHMENT 1 

  



 

 

Peter, thanks for asking GCCSS for a ‘simple’ opinion on potential RF energy from wireless installations on power poles. 
 
RF energy from wireless antennas mounted on power poles is the ‘least likely’ case because the antenna 
placements are located at individual geographic locations (dispersed).   Whereas the placement of several  
wireless carriers (typically four) on a single tower or mono-tree become additive (combined powers) and are 
not geographically dispersed.  Even with multiple power pole placements, the RF energy does not become 
additive and each is calculated as one-off events. 

Since all wireless antennas are electrically-vertically oriented the amount of RF energy below the antenna is so 
small that it is difficult to measure.    Almost all of the RF energy is in a horizontal plane at and above ~20ft.   
Therefore, having the antennas mounted even as low as 20ft on a power pole will result in little to no 
measureable RF energy.   In all cases, the horizontal RF energy dissipates to safe levels (as per Bulletin 65) in 
about 8ft-12ft.    Simply think that this energy is wholly contained above 50ft and only extending outwards 8ft. 

This picture is a macro-site and not a micro-site that represents the MAXIMUM configuration that is typically 
being built on the west coast.  This is a model for installing on power poles (zoning by right), nature matched 
with its brown paint, and fully functional with three sectors.   The bottom of the lowest antenna is about 44ft 
in this picture.   There are designs where the antennas are physically contained within a few inches of the 
diameter of the pole and a shroud placed over the antennas and thereby looking like a natural extension of 
the power pole. 

I’ve been absolutely 
dumbfounded why we haven’t 
seen this configuration around 
Bedford.  In the Northwest, this 
type of installation is extremely 
common and has become the 
go-to configuration because 
these can be located exactly 
where the coverage hole exist 
and not be burdened with large 
cell towers or cell trees which 
attempt to cover several 
coverage holes and basically fail 
to accomplish even that. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Bryon Gunnerson 

February 7, 2021 



 

ATTACHMENT 2 
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RF Exposure Concerns
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What Is FCC OET Bulletin 65?
 Federal Communication Commission Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin 65 is a 

very comprehensive white-paper that is used as a guide to engineering standards and aid in 
the determination of safe practices.

 The FCC mandates that all licensees including TV, FM, 911, two-way radio and wireless 
carriers where their operations are from  towers or buildings follow the criteria in Bulletin 65.

 Bedford, like many jurisdictions, specifically requires large wireless facilities to comply with 
the FCC safety standards in Bulletin 65.  Zoning Code § 125-85.2(Z)(5).

 As part of its special permit application, Bedford requires certification that a large wireless 
facility will be within FCC limits for non-ionizing effects of radiation (NIER) and requires 
annual NIER certification to ensure that radio frequency (RF) radiation levels remain within 
FCC standards. Zoning Code §§ 125-85.2(Y) (10)(S) and 125-85.2(PP).

At the end-of-the-day, the most important product of these engineering certifications is that the 
installation is determined safe to the uncontrolled population.
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Quick Guide to Non-Ionizing Effects of 
Radiation “NIER”

Most of what you see in this presentation is from FCC OET Bulletin 65

Controlled

Exposure limits apply to situations in which
persons are exposed as a consequence of their
employment and in which those persons who
are exposed have been made fully aware of the
potential for exposure and can exercise control
over their exposure.

Workers on towers and roof-
top maintenance workers

Uncontrolled

Exposure limits apply to situations in which the
general public may be exposed or in which
persons who are exposed as a consequence of
their employment may not be made fully aware
of the potential for exposure or cannot exercise
control over their exposure.

Residents in apartments, 
schools, office workers.

All Bedford Town codes rely on accurate engineer 
calculations for EVERY large wireless installation 

to meet the uncontrolled safe limits.
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All calculations are to be based on the most 
conservative (uncontrolled) factors to always 

protect this group of unknowing people.
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Geometry Calculation for YOU
in Relationship to a Tower or Pole

All Bedford Town codes rely on accurate engineer 
calculations for EVERY large wireless installation to meet 

the “uncontrolled” safe limits.

The area in blue approximates the area in which pole 
workers may be exposed to RF radiation that requires 

safety controls.

The person on the ground still 
receives cellular signals, but at a 

level far below FCC-regulated 
health concerns.
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Proper Modeling for a Rooftop - also Used for Poles
This is  rooftop “heat map” that is a building in 
Seattle.   The red is a critical zone ~8” directly in 
front of the antenna that exceeds safety limits 
all other limits are below 20% of the determined 
safe limits.

The same modeling programs are used for 
mono-trees and power poles.   Example 

placement only.
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Proper modeling for Calculating to every point of interest

This example shows three different wireless 
carriers at maximum power levels, including all 
frequencies projected to be in use, plus a 
6,000watt FM station 104.9 KZQM and are from a 
single mono-pine.

This is typical of GCCSS to interpret Bulletin 65 and 
ask the engineers to be specific and real about the 
uncontrolled population points of interest 
locations. 

Mono-pine with all cellular and FM 
stations

Mono-pine
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Conclusions
Question: Answer: Answer:

Will the Town be able 
to determine if all 

wireless installations 
are safe?

Bedford relies on an Applicant’s 
signed certification and annual 
NIER testing to ensure that RF 
levels are within FCC limits.

Have a reliable 3rd party assess if criteria in 
Bulletin 65 is being applied for specific nearby 
properties.

Are poles 
categorically excluded 

from calculations?

Some poles that are greater than 
10 meters (32.8ft) and low power 
as defined by the FCC may be 
excluded.

All other installation should include all 
wireless carriers at full power and at all 
frequencies in use.

How far away is safe?

Almost all heat maps (areas 
depicting a color-intensity level) 
are usually within 8-12ft.   Outside 
of that area, the predicted and 
measured levels are well below 
10% 

When in doubt, the levels can be measured by 
a professional or university for about $800 a 
day.    I have experienced up to 12 homes 
measured in a single day.   Good bargain.
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Conclusions
Question: Answer: Answer:

Are more wireless
installations on a 

single pole safer than 
one per pole?

This is a matter of pure math from 
Bulletin 65.   More installations is an 
additive formula and therefore has 
more RF from a single location

Poles are a singular formula and therefore 
is categorically less than multiple carriers 
on a single pole.

Is there ever a case 
where concerns 

should be raised?

What GCCSS has experienced for a 
worst case is a building top with four 
carriers and they are all in the center 
of the roof.

The proper way to install in this case would 
be for the four wireless carriers to be all 
located on parapet wall and facing 
outwards.  

Can RF be measured 
with an instrument?

YES it can be measured.   A NARDA 
Model 8718B is typically used.

If the intensity is 
calculated at 3% does 

this mean that I’m 
being endangered at 

3%?

The short answer is NO.   Bulletin 65 
makes it clear that only predictions in 
excess of 100% then become unsafe 
to be in for a duration greater than 30 
minutes at a time.

If your roof is rated at 24lbs/sqft and you 
have 22lbs/sqft of snow, is your roof 
unsafe?   Generally the answer is no 
because your roof is rated at 24lbs/sqft.   
Conversely, does your roof collapse at 
24.5lbs/sqft?   Again, not likely because all 
standards have engineering margins built 
into the codes and calculations
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Conclusions
Question: Answer: Answer:

What if we find a 
wireless facility 

creating more RF than 
what is allowed?

The jurisdiction and the wireless 
carrier should be made aware by a 
qualified engineer.

The FCC is no longer equipped to handle 
these complaints.    However, the 
department within your state that handles 
OSHA issues will gladly accept any 
complaint.

Should Bedford require 
calculations to each 

adjoining property line 
and each house?

Although generally not required because the math won’t show much, we advise 
the jurisdictions to adopt this procedure so that maximum transparency is 
obtained.

Can we require the 
wireless carrier or 

Bedford to test the RF 
at my house after the 

installation?

There is nothing in the Bedford code that requires this.   However, it’s not 
unrealistic to ask an Applicant to have a professional perform a NARDA test 
annually, or after any major changes.   

For GCCSS sites that have wireless carriers and especially FM stations, we make 
this a condition of the initial permit and approval.
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Conclusions
Question: Answer: Answer:

Are poles more hazardous than 
roof tops?

The basic answer is no, provided that each is engineered properly.    
GCCSS typically finds that there is a greater potential for hazard on a roof 
top because workers are in the proximity of antennas for a longer time.  
Towers and poles pose the least likely potential hazard for workers.

How close and for how long can 
I be near an antenna?

Bulletin 65 and OSHA rules outline this factor and it almost always 
pertains to worker safety (not the uncontrolled population) because this 
is the worst case.    The standard is that one can be directly in front and 
within 8 ft for a period of 6 minutes.   Once expired, the standard is that 
they must be out of the exposure area for at least 6 minutes before 
entering back in.  Worker must be trained and wear a NARDA type  
detection device to alert them of a potential hazard.

Why are we forbidden to 
discuss the effects of radiation 

as they pertain to wireless 
applications?

Congress has determined that the scientific decision-making regarding 
ionizing vs non-ionizing radiation should be conducted at the federal 
level, and federal law forbids the consideration of the health effects of RF 
emissions in local permitting decisions.

However, the FCC and all jurisdictions require that the wireless carriers 
comply with Bulletin 65, FCC and other laws.    What this means is that 
the math and modeling being applied should be appropriate to the 
situation.




